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GOAL  

To develop a basic intuition for selected small-scale biophysical processes

 among marine microbes ! can in no way be complete  

How did I get into this topic?  

WANT TO LEARN MORE? 

1.! Ask questions and interrupt – anytime! 

2.! See the collection of video lectures from RS’s class “Physical ecology

 at the microscale”: techtv.mit.edu/collections/1-961videos 

3.! Recent good books 



3. BOOKS 

Kiørboe, A mechanistic approach to plankton ecology, Princeton University Press, 2008. Perfect to get started,

 particularly for the oceans. Written by a biologist. 

Dusenbery, Living at Micro Scale: The Unexpected Physics of Being Small, Harvard University Press, 2009 

Intermediate. Written by a physicist. 

Berg, Random Walks in Biology, Princeton University Press, 1993.  

 Learn the fundamentals of microbial physical dynamics. 

Vogel, Life in moving fluids, Princeton University Press, 1996. 
Extremely readable, with next-to-no-math and lots of cool facts about organisms and their interaction with fluids (not just

 micro, mostly macro in fact) 

   
Denny, Air and Water, Princeton University Press, 1995. 

In the spirit of Vogel. An easy and very worthwhile read. 

Kundu & Cohen, Fluid Mechanics, Elsevier, 2004 

The fundamentals of fluid mechanics, well explained, at an intermediate level.  



Some questions for you  

1.! how does the nutrient uptake
 by a cell scale with its

 radius? 

2.! How much does this uptake

 increase by, if a bacterium
 swims? 

3.! How far will a bacterium go

 (‘coast’) after it stops

 rotating its flagellum? 



1. Life at low Peclet and Reynolds numbers 

•! The origin of diffusion: Brownian motion 

•! Diffusion-limited uptake: nutrient flux to osmotrophs 

•! When is it only diffusion: the Peclet number 

•! Swimming faster to get more food? The Sherwood number 

•! Low Reynolds numbers: counterintuitive fluid mechanics  

 A world with no inertia: no Brazilian free kicks 

 The perils of reversibility 



The diffusion coefficient  

(Einstein 1905) 
D =  

kT 

6!µa 

Diffusion and its origins 

Another one: http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/ntnujava/viewtopic.php?t=41 

Disk takes a series of random steps 

Why start from diffusion? 

A little history 







Diffusion: a random walk 

(molecules, viruses, bacteria, …) 



Osmotrophs: nutrient uptake 

Concentration of nutrients around cell 
(question: can you predict the uptake?) 

Flux J of nutrients into the cell ! Fick’s law: flux = - diffusivity * gradient 

r a 

[ Reverse (exudation) ! phycosphere ] 



Uptake rate U   

   = flux " area  

   = J " 4!a2  =  

   = (Dc
#
/a) " 4!a2  

   = 4!Dac
# 

E.g. if c
#
 is in molC/cm3 and a is in cm ! Uptake rate U is in molC/s 

Note:  U ~ a  (NOT a2) 

Volume-specific uptake rate 
   = U / Cell Volume  

   = 4!Dac
# / (4!a3/3)  

   = 3Dc
# / a

2
 ~ 1/a2 

 ! small cells are strongly favored,  

      large cells are at a competitive disadvantage 

      in oligotrophic waters 

Uptake rate 



Maximum and optimum cell size 

Kiorboe, 2008 



Title Volvox 



Copepod nauplius 

Kiorboe, 2008 









The Peclet number 

Now let the cell move, relative to the fluid 

!! we will call this ‘advection’ 

!! ‘advection’: many different types of flow (e.g. swimming, sinking, turbulence, …) 

D : diffusivity of the solute (often ~ 10-9 m2 s-1 in water) 

U 
a Pe =  

Ua 

   D 

Why do we like to use dimensionless numbers ? 

! Rapid classification of, and intuition about, the physical regime  



The Peclet

 number 

speed = 0 speed U 



The Sherwood number 

Sh =  
Flux by advection + Flux by diffusion 

   Flux by diffusion  

•! How to think about the Sherwood number (catching mosquitoes) 

•! No simple, a priori expression for Sh (like there is for Pe) 

•! Instead, Sh actually measures (rather than estimates) the relative

 importance of advection and diffusion 

•! Diffusion only ! Sh = 1 (Pe = 0) 

•! Sh can be computed as a FUNCTION of the Peclet number, where the

 choice of the function depends on which flow ones is considering (e.g.

 sinking or turbulence) 



Advection

 doubles the

 uptake 

U 
2R 

Uptake gain due to swimming 
(or sinking) 

Sh = 1.2

 at Pe = 1 

How this works: compute Pe ! get Sh from the graph (for THIS flow) 



0.5 !m bacterium      U = 20 !m/s  Pe = 10-2    Sh = 1.00  

5 !m flagellate         U = 200 !m/s  Pe = 1        Sh = 1.22  

Uptake gain due to swimming 

!"#$%&'()*+),-'./**0)12$3'.()

500 !m algal colony  U = 800 !m/s  Pe = 400     Sh = 5 

So, why would bacteria want to swim??  
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Kiorboe, 2008 



Murray & Jackson, MEPS 1992 



! : kinematic viscosity of the fluid (10-6 m2 s-1 for water) 

 

Re =
inertial forces

viscous forces
     (dimensionless)

Glaciers, pumping oil and swimming spermatozoa 

U 
a Re =  

Ua 

! 

The Reynolds number 



When is the Reynolds number small? 

Note: all these processes are governed by the same fluid dynamics!! 

Re =  
Ua 

! 





The Reynolds number 



    Counterintuitive fluid mechanics 

(1)   No inertia, no coasting, no Brazilian free kicks 

        Example of soccer ball 

        How long does it take for a bacterium to come to rest  

        after it stops propelling its flagellum? (e.g. soccer ball) 



No inertia (no coasting) ! particles/organisms faithfully

 follow streamlines (no Brazilian free kicks among microbes) 



A puzzle 

Counterintuitive fluid mechanics 
(2)      Reversibility at low Re 

      

      

     The scallop theorem! 

(G.I.Taylor) 

http://web.mit.edu/fluids/www/Shapiro/ncfmf.html 


